Integrity Ingrained
The American hardwoods we
select from managed forests set
the tone and appearance of our
cabinetry. But there’s something
else that makes our cabinetry
unique. At Woodmont Cabinetry,
you’ll find integrity ingrained
in everything we do. A familyowned, faith-based company,
our employees are the heart of
our operation, building quality
products and honest working
relationships with our customers.

Brookstone5

The Clean, Crisp Paint Finish
Walden5 Arch

Yes, our products come with a warranty. But, they also come with our promise to keep
manufacturing jobs in America, to minister to our community, and to safeguard our
environment. Yes, our cabinets are beautiful to behold, but our customers remain
loyal to Woodmont Cabinetry because of the warmth, character and integrity
ingrained in everything we do. Doing things right. And doing the right things. It’s how
we craft our products, our lives and our business. And that’s our promise.

Locate your nearest
Woodmont Cabinetry
Authorized Dealer at
woodmontcabinetry.com
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See More
White Finish
Maple Door Styles
at woodmontcabinetry.com.
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White

The Style
1
A Mini Herb Garden

The Color
Clean, crisp, chic. Like the first soft snowfall at the start of
winter or a single cloud floating across a bright spring sky,
white is softly elegant. It can transform a room from night to
day, cramped to expansive, earthbound to mid-flight—giving
your kitchen the effortless, airy feel you’ve always wanted.
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Fresh herbs are just as great
for creating visual impact as
they are for cooking. Even just
a little splash of green can
create big statement in a white
kitchen. Here, a small family of
herbs, including mint and parsley, wait at-the-ready on open
shelving. Bringing the outdoors in, they also inspire the cook!

4 Bistro Barrel Chairs
3
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The Look
It doesn’t matter whether your style is traditional or
modern, industrial or shabby chic—white is the most
versatile paint color. It blends seamlessly into all designs.
Depending on their surroundings, white cabinets can
Navel
SW 6887

Indigo
SW 6531

Cheerful
SW 6903

be contemporary, casual, sleek, or rustic. Pair with silver,
yellow, or black for metropolitan glamour; go all white to

Electric Lime
SW 6921

(800) 709-5505

Bohemian Black
SW 6988

WOODMONTCABINETRY.COM

5
Geometric Rug

Also known as Bent Wood or Era Chairs,
the back and rear legs of these striking
chairs are made from a single piece of
curved wood. Graceful, lightweight,
and surprisingly strong, they are a
favorite in cafés and bistros around
the world. Thanks to their open-back
style and cane seats, they enhance the
room’s clean, light and airy style.

Add instant pop and color with a geometric area rug or runner. It’s
an easy way to bring cushion, warmth, and style into a white kitchen.
Best of all, reinventing the look of a room with white
cabinetry is as simple as changing out the
rug and a few key accessories.

2 Black and White Prints
Bold and striking, an arrangement of black and white
prints create a dazzling display that adds interest and
personality to this simple, yet sophisticated kitchen.

3 Eye-Popping Pottery
Yellow dishes add fresh, energetic color add a dash
of whimsy. With white cabinetry, you can really
have fun with
your dishes and
pottery - bold
colors like apple
reds and greens,
melon oranges
and indigo blues,
or citrus limes,
oranges and yellows bring zest and zing to an
otherwise neutral color palette.

expand your space; or incorporate blues and greens for a
classic coastal feel.
(800) 709-5505
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